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Edwin S. W arrell, Jr . 

Major, USAF 

This article is adapt ed from a lecture presented 
by the author at the Air University Institute for 
P r ofessional Development's Space Systems Course, 

INTRODUCTION · 

On 4 October 1957, the Soviet Union opened the space age with 
the launching of Sputnik 1. Sputnik l was a small satellite : less than 
23 inches in diamet er, weighing less tha n 200 pounds, and it stayed 
in o1·bit only 92 days. Nevertheless, Sputnik 1 was an artificiai earth 
satellite; it was the first one launched, and it was launched by the 
Soviet Union, From this rather modest beginning , Russia has devel
oped a large and comprehensive space pr ogr am. It is a space program 
that presents a potential threat to the security of the United States 

.a nd the rest of the free wor ld. 

LAUNC H VEHICLES 

Although the first Russian satellite was small, the la\lnch vehiCle 
used to place it in orbit was large i n size. as well as capability- pa·r
ticularly fo r 1957. The specifi c configur ati on of the Sputnik 1 launch 
vehicle has never been released . However, it was appar ently b a sed 
on the first Soviet operational ICBM, the SS- 6, with two strap -on 
booster s. Wi th this configuration, known as the SL-1 launch vehide·, 
the Russians demonstrated a capabili ty to place more than 1000 pound·s 
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into orbit. They added two more strap-on boosters in 1958 and came 
up with what is called the SL-2 launch vehicle system, This system 
was capable of placing a 3000- pound payload into earth o:rbit. The 
SL-Z was used only once by the Russians, but it became the heart of 
an entire family of launch vehicles that are still active today and have 
been the mainstay of their space program. (Figure 1) 

This family of vehicles began to appear in 1960 when the Russians 
launched Sputnik 4, using the SL~ 2 ph~s an upper stage called Lunik. 
This modification, known as the SL- 3, has been used more than any 
other launch vehicle in their program. 

Also during 1960, the Russians altered the SL- 3 configuration by 
replacing the Lunik stage \vith a higher - thrust upper stage called Venik; 
plus a fourth stage to provide t hem an interplanet ary capability. This 
system, the SL-6, has since been used in the lunar and int erplanetary 
programs as well as fo r some unique earth orbit applications. 

During 1963 , the Russians requi red a launch vehicle for a 12,000
14, 000-pound payload, so they modified the SL- 6 by removing the f.ourth 
stage and came up with what is ·called the SL- 4. The SL- 4 is now the 
workhorse launch vehicle of their manned and military programs. 

· The Russians made two more modifications t o their standard 
launch vehicle family in 1963 and 1965, but these launch vehicle 
systems, known as the SL- 5 and SL-10, have been used only sparingly. 
The SL- 5 uses the Lunik stage plus a fourth s t age payload combina 
tion. The fourth stage payload combination provides the final propul
sion ca,pability for or bital injection as well as a capabilit y for orbital 
maneuvers. Similarly, the SL- 10 has an. in-space p r opulsion capa
bility. Thi!? system employs the basic SS - 6 space booster I sustainer 
with ~ third stage payl0ad combination called Polyot. The Polyot 
stage enabled the Soviet Union to claim the world's first maneuv.erable 
satellite . 

The development of the ss~6 ..space boost er/sustainer combina
tion gave the Soviet Union an early lead in launch vehicle capability 
and enabled them to support a wide variety of space mis sicms, However, 
even in its earliest configuration, this system was not adaptable for the 

. 	 economical launch of small scientific satellites. They solved this 
~ilemm.a with the development of the SL- 7 in 1961. 
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Relying again on a proven ballistic missile as a iower stage, the 
Russians modified a medium range ballistic missile {MRBM) by adding 
a relatively small second stage. This modification became the SL.-7 
lal.Ulch vehicle with an economical payload capability of 800 pounds in 
low earth orbit. 

A larger two-stage tandem launch vehicle is the SL-8. This 
system, which appeared in 19'64, again uses a modified ballistic 
missile for the first stage. · For the SL-8 the Russians took an SS-5 
lRBM and coupled it with a specially designed upper stage. This com
bination is capable of placing 3000 pounds in a near earth orbit and 
has been used primarily as a launch vehicle for multiple payloads. 

In 1965, the USSR demonstrated what can be called their first 
"quantum jump 11 in launch vehicle development. Ori. 16 July 1965, 
they launched Proton 1, which weighed 27, 000 pounds. The Proton 
launch vehicle has never beeri. displayed by the Russians, but it appar
ently is a two-stage tandem vehicle With both stage.s between 40 and 50 
feet long. The lower stage has a greater diameter than the upper 
stage; 25-30 feet diameter as compared to a 14-15 foot diameter upper 
stage. Most estimates place the total earth orbit payload capability of 
this system, now called the SL-9, at 30, 000 pounds. The SL-9 has 
been used only in launches of Proton vehicles and may not be designed 
specifically as a new operational launch vehicle. Ra:ther, itis likely 
that the SL-9 is a building block in the development of an entirely new 
family of launch vehicles. Following the SL-9, this development 
cycle produced the SL-12.. 

The SL-12 provides the Russians with their greatest operafional 
launch vehicle capability. This system was first used in March 1967 
with the launch of Cosmos 146. Estimates on the weight of Cosmos 
146 have varied from 40, 000 to 60, 000 pounds, but its generally 
accepted capability is approximately 50, 000 pounds in near earth orbit; 

The SL-12 appears to be the SL-9 with two additional upper 
stages, bringing the total height of the vehicle to between 137 and 167 
feet. This vehicle has been used lZ times by the Russians with eight 
successes, and it is the vehicle tqat enabl.ed them to complete the 
first circumlunar flights. It appears capable of launching a 15,000
pound manned vehicle on a circumlunar flight, but it is not capable of 
handling a manned lunar landing and return mission. Although the 
SL-12 has a definite operational role in the Soviet space program.; it 
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Fig. 1 SOVIET SPACE LAUNCH VEHICLE FAMILY 

Source: DIA ST - CS- l6 - 13-68JNT 
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is probably another step in the evolution of the family of large launch 
vehicles- one of which will no doubt provide a manned lunar-landing 
capability. · 

There is one other operational launch vehicle in the Soviet in
ventory. It has been designated the SL-11 and plays an important 
role in military space operations. Once again it is a modification of 
a ballistic missile- the two-stage SS-9 ICBM. By adding a 23-fobt 
third stage the SL-11 gains the capability to place a 7000-pound satel
lite in near earth orbit. It was this system that the Russians used in 
the highly publicized Fractional Orbit Bombardment System (FOB'S) 
tests postulated in 1967 and 1'968. 

The Russians have developed a broad launch vehicle capability 
in support of their space effort~ The approach they have used has been 
for the most part evolutionary, based upon proven ballistic missiles. 
All but two of their launch vehicles (SL-9/SL-12) have evolved from 
this source. They have not, to date, developed a launch vehicle that 
is competitive with our Saturn 5. Because of this they do not have the 
capability to conduct an Apollo-type lunar mission. T}lere have b .een, 
however, a nmnber of statements in the open press that the Soviets . 
may be developing a very large launch vehicle whiCh will be at least 
competitive with the Saturn 5 capability if not greater. It appears to 
be well within the Soviet technical <1.bility to do just this. 

There is a reported buildup of a new rocket complex at the Tyura 
Tam launch facility that consists primarily of a huge assembly build
ing. The building is 800 feet long and has a bay section about 190 feet 
high with 12.0 foot doors. The total area of the building encompasses 
495, 000 square feet, which is la:~:ger than our comparable facility for 
Saturn but not as high. A vehicle ass.ernbled in s~ch a ,building would 
probably be about 100 feet high and at least 40 feet in diameter. It 
would either be coupled with upper stages outside the building or 
assembled horizontally inside the building. 

Most of the estimates for the final configuration of the vehicle 
envision the SL-9/SL-12. as an upper stage. The complete postulated 
system has been called the SL-X, and there a:re a number of feasible 
combinations of propellants which will provide a rather large spread 
in payload capability. This payload capability is generally estimated 
to range between 300, 000 and 500,000 pounds in low earth orbit, Even ....· 
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on the low side, this would be a greater capability than we have with 
Saturn 5, once again placing the Russians in the lead in launch vehiCle 
capability. 

Although the SL~X is being developed at Tyura Tam, there are 

.other facilities in the Soviet Union which play a major role in their 

space progr.am. 


LAUNCH RANGES 

The Russians use three launch ranges for space missions: Kapustin 
Yar, near the Aral Sea; Tyura Tam on the Volga River: and Plesetsk, 
south of Archangel. The first of these ranges to become active was 
Kapustin Yar (KY). In late 1947 the Russians launched a ballistic mis ~ 
sile from KY, but it was not the first facility to be used fo:t launching 
a vehicle into outer space. 

Construction of the second launch range. Tyura Tam {TT} prob~ 
ably began in 1955, when the Soviets began their ICBM program. The 
first space launch from the TT range was Sputnik 1 in 1957, so aithou:gh 
it was the second facility developed, it was the first to be us-ed for 
satellites. 

Their newest launch range, Plesetsk, was not used fo1· space· 
larmches until 1966, but it had been used earlier as an operational mis~ 
sile base and troop training facility. 

Dr. Charles S. Sheldon, the Senior Spedalist in Space and Trans
portation Technology of the Library of Congress• Legislative Reference 
Service, makes an interesting Cotnparison of the Ru:ssian facilities with 
our own facilities in the United States. He equates Tyura Tam with 
Cape Kennedy. These were the first space launch sites for both coun~ 
tries. Each has grown into larg.e complexes which support the ma:p.ned 
and deep space missions, and each of them supports a wide variety of 
scientific and R&D vehicles. 

Kapustin Yar, according to Dr. Sheldon, is a combination df 
NASA's Wallops Island and the DOD facility at White Sands, New 
Mexico. The Wallops Island comparison is drawn because the Russians 
launch small space vehicles from Kapustin Yar"'- primarily routine 
scientific vehicles, the same use we make of Wallops Island. The 
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White Sands comparison is based on our suhorbitallaunches from 
there- an activity also characteristl.c of Kapustin Yar. 

The Plcsetsk range is compared to Vandenberg AFB by Dr. 
Sheldon. Both of these ranges launch satellites of primary interest 
to the military, both developed later in the.space program, both sites 
are far re1noved from the other launch facilities, .and both sites are 
used for high-inclination satellites which provide better worldwide 
coverage.! - ·· · 

Thel'e has been continued growth at all three Rus.sian launch facil
ities with additional launch pads and support facility constructibn still 
underway. 

EARTH ORBITING SATELLITES 

As of mid-March 1969, the Soviet Union has successfully orbited 
345 space vehicles. Of these 345 space vehicles, the vast majority 
have been in the nea1.· earth envi.rorunent. The magnitude of effort in 
this area is so large that clarity :reqi.1ires a further division into sub
sets of scientific, utility and military threat programs • .If we were 
discus sing the United States space p:rogram, a breakdown of this natu1·e 
would be relatively s:irnple. Except for certain rnilitary p1·ograms, the 
nanws of various satellites associated with their 1n.iss:i.ons . are clearly 
stated. This is not the case when discussing the Russian program. 

The Soviet Union has placed 271 vehicles in earth orbit that have 
been designated as part o£ the Cosm.os program, a program that began 
in 1962, When the Russians began the Cosmos program, they announced 
a long list of scientific objectives, all of significant scientific valtle. 
However, this program better thar1 any other Russian program exem
plifies their policy of deception i.n space activities, 

There is indeed a scientific missio.n associated with the Cbs1nos 
series, but there are many other activities as well. -Even a CUl'Sory 
analysis reveals that utilitarian-type satellites lHlch as weather and 
navigation are included in this category, but so are military activities 
oi reconnaissance and space weapon develop1nent. Thf: Russian~' use 
the Cosmos label for resea1.·ch and development vehicles and even as a 
guise for precursor or prototype launches of m.a.nned space vehicles. 
Moreover, this progran1 serves as a 11 coverup" for failures hi. their 
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space program. The Russians do not rike to admit fa.il\lres in spac~. 
hence whenever they launch a vehicie that fails or does not achieve its 
primary purpose, they label it. a Cosmos vehicle on a scientific re
search mission. 

There exists a number of research and developmen~ efforts in 
the Cosmos activity about which little is known. One of these programs 
is the multiple launch program. This series began in 1964, and it is 
possible that these have been development tests of communications 
and navigation systems o1· even just launch vehicle tests. The vehicles 
are launched from Tyura Tam by the SL..;8 launch vehicle. The pre
cise miss.ion remains unknown today. 

Another activity of the Cosmos series is the m.aneuveraple vehi
Cle program. In November 1963, the Russians launched under this 
program Polyot I from TT which the Soviets labeled the world's first· 
maneuverable satellite. Polyot 2 followed in 19 64. The maneuvering 
capability demonstrated by Polyot 2 is comparable to oui· Gemini efforts 
one year later. Since Polyot 2 all maneuverable vehicles have been 
considered part of the Cosmos program; 

Despite the multitude of activi~y that i.s part of the Cosmos pro
gram. there is a significant scientific ~lement. Altho~gh few would 
call it as comprehensive or so.phisticated as the United States.' t'e'"' 
search program, it does investigate many of the sam.e areas and in 
some aspects may even surpass tJ.•. s. achi"evements. 

SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES 

There are two basic elements or mission groups in the Cosmos 
scientific series. One of the groups is usually called the Kapustin Yar 
or KY Cosmos program. It began with Cosmos 1 in 1962 (although 
there were apparently some unsuccessful attempts in 1961) and is 
still the principal activity of the Kapustin Yar facility. 

The vehicles used in this program are relatively small: three 
feet by five feet and they weigh between 400 and 800 pounds. Most o£ 
the vehicles are launched in an easterly direction from KY, resulting 
in a nominal 49 degree inclination. This launch azimuth results in a 
minimum expenditur·e of energy. The lifetime of the vehicles ranges 
between two months and two yea1•s. 'I'hey are not recovered but even.. 
tually decay as they reenter the, earth 1s atmosphere. 
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The primary mission o£ this element appears to be basic research 
in a wide variety of areas in nea1· earth space, This is supplemented 
with vertical probes also from Kapustin Yar, During 1968, a major 
effort of this prog:ram was directed toward investigating solar flare ac~ 
tivity. Normal activities include the study of electron concentration, 
radio propagation, and micron1etem·oid detection. The Russians have 
claimed the first orbiting astronomical observatory with Cosmos 215. 
Although this basic research can be applied as an aid to the development 
of military systems, the program itself does not appear directly tied to 
military operations. 

The second major element of the Cosmos scientific program is 

known as Mission Group "B." This element began with launches from 

Kapustin Yar in July of 1964, in what appears to have been an R&D 

effo1·t. The program was transferred to Plesetsk in 1967, which indi~ 


cates an operational capability. 


Like the rest of the Cosmos scientific p1·og:ram, the Mission 
Group 11 B 11 satellites are small, nonrecoverable vehicles. The Russians 
claim they are conducting space research, but they ha.ve not released 
any information obtained by these satellites, It is logical to assume 
that .they are conducting classified research of some nature. 

Scientific investigation is not the exclusive province of the Cosmos 
. program. Another brief but successful scientific program was Elec~ 
tron. Four Electron vehicles were successfully orbited in 1964, speci~ 
fically to investigate the earth's :radiation belts. 

A final scientific program is Proton, which has had four success
ful launches between 1965 and 1968. These vehicles were quite large. 
Three vehicles weighed 27, 000 pounds, and the one launched in 1968 
weighed 35, 000 pounds, The purpose of Proton was to investigate 
solar and cosmic radiation, particularly high~energy particles. This 
required heavy shielding, which accounts for the great weight of the 
vehicles. Perhaps more impo1·tant than the scientific objectives of 
Proton was the tie-in of this program to the operational testing of the 
SL-9 launch vehicle. The success of the SL-9/Proton combination 
resulted in a very cost-effective means of developing a new launch 
vehicle system. 

Soviet Academician Anatoly A. Blagonravov sta.ted, 11 The prime 

mover of the Soviet Union 1 s pioneering space program .has been the 
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desire to delve deeper into the mysteries of the universe .••• 11 2 It is 
true that Soviet scientific research satellites have provided them con
siderable data. However, the majority of Soviet near ea.rth space 
systems have not been scientific rese;:trch satellites. The majority of 
these systems have been satellites that provide both dire.tt and indirect 
support to th.eir military capability. Some of this mUitary support 
can be found in their utilitarian or applications program- the "Johnny
come-lately" of the Soviet space program, 

Utilitarian (Application) Satellites 

Soviet utilitarian satellites developed slowly, apparently due to 
early higher priorities in othel' areas and perhaps even because data 
from many U.S. satellites was, to some extent, available for Russian 
use. In recent years, three utilitarian programs have eme rged: com
munications, weather, and navigation. 

Communications Satellites 

The Russian communications satellite (ComSat) program, Moliliya; 
has been their most active as well as their first utilitarian program.. 
Although there probably were earlier research and development lai.inch-:
e s, the first operational vehicle was orb ited in April . l965 from Tyura 
Tam by the SL-6 launch vehicle system. The orbit they us.e is quit'e 
different from those used by U.S. communications satellites. We use 
synchronous equatorial orbits while the Russians use a highly ellipti
cal 12-hour orbit inclined between 64-65 deg.rees. The timing of this 
orbit results in the ComSats spending most of their time over the nor
thern hemisphere. This provides the Russians considerable line.-o£• 
sight time between their primary ground stations at Vladivostok and 
Moscow. Three vehicles appropriately spaced will provide them 
24-hour capability between those cities. 

They have successfully orbited 10 Molniya vehicles but have had 
nume1•ous reliability problems. The lifetime of these vehicles is pres
ently assessed to be 13 months or less, and only 2 or 3 of the 10 vehi
cles orbited are still operating today. 

The Molniya vehicles are quite large, weighing about 2.000 pounds. 
They have a communications capability comparable to U.S. Co:m.Sats. 
This includes relaying black and white TV, radio, multichannel tele
phone, facsimile, and telegraphy. They have also be~n used in cono. 
ducting color TV experiments in cooperation with France. 
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The Molniya grormd network is called Orbita and is constantly 
being expanded. Some of the stations are located in remote areas of 
the USSR; thus they are using their ComSat program as an excellent 
means of tying in some of their more inaccessible areas. However, 
they are not able to offer two-way communications between more than 
two grormd stations at once. Moreover, the Molniya orbit does not 
offer much potential for communications with areas outside of Eastern 
Europe. Because of this, we may in the near future see the Soviets 
develop a synchronous equatorial satellite to enhance their commUnica
tions capability. 

Meteorological Satellites 

Meteorological or weather satellites (MetSats) have bee!l house• 
hold names in the United States since the early 1960's. It was not until 
June of 1966, however, that the Soviet Union announced they had a 
MetSat. They attempted at least four MetSat launches between 1964 
and 1966, but the June 1966 iaunching of Costnos 122 marked the first 
indication of an operational capability, albeit a developmental satel
lite. 

The. Russian MetSat program is carried under the Cosmos label 
and has not been very active. The early vehicles were launched from 
Tyura Tam on a 65 degree inclination. The pro·gram was moved to 
Plesetskin 1967, and three vehicles were launched on an 81 degree 
inclination in 1967. This highe1· inclination provldes greater worldwide 
coverage. Two more vehicles were launched in 1968 from .Plesetsk, 
but only one of the five operational vehicles orbited since 1966 was 
operating at the end of 1968 and the.re are indications that it if> about 
to fail. 

The vehicle itself is quite large, weighing approximately 3000 
pounds. It carries TV and a multiple infrared syste1n. The prima1·y 
power source is solar cells mounted on two large panels, The 
Russian's MetSats are not synchronized with the sun like U.S. Met
Sats. As a result, they use batteries as a backup power source when 
the vehicle is eclipsed from the sun. This may account for the heavy 
weight of the vehicle. 

The United States and the Soviet Union have an agreement for the 
exchange of weather data. Although their cloud cover photographs have 
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been comparable in quality to our own-, the Russians have not met their 
obligations to relay the data to the U.S. within prescribed time·s and 
have not had the number of operating vehicles in orbit that we have had. 
We can safely say that the USSR has been getting the best of the weather 
satellite agreement, 

Navigation .Satellites 

The last USSR utilitarian program to appear is their navigation 
satellite (NavSat) program, which the Russians have never announced 
as operational. They categorize their NavSats under the Cosmos scien
tific label, which may mean they still consider it a research and develop
ment activity. They began the program in May 1967, and the vehicles 
are placed on a nominal 74 degree inclination which gives them good 
global coverage. The altitude of the vehicies varies, but many of them 
average between-300 and 400 miles, which is outside the major forces 
of drag while still low enough to enable them to obtain good fixes in 
relatively short periods of time. 

Although the NavSat program apparently had a low priority in the 
beginning, it may now have more empha-sis as demonstrated by an in
creasing launch tempo. Three vehicles were orbited in 1967 and five 
vehicles in 1968. The reliability of the system appears better than that 
of their Comsats and MetSats. Five of the vehicles were still trans
mitting at the end of 1968. 

One reason :postulated for the late a .ppearance of .a Russian NavSat 
is that the Soviets had access to our own NavSats. In fact, there is 
some conjecture that even today they may be using their own NavSats 
simply to fill gaps. Current Soviet operational use of the NavSat 
appears limited to surface ships. Eventually, the data should be pre
cise enough for use by their submarine fleet, 

It should be evidentthat all the utilitarian programs developed 
by the Soviet Unioh have a military support capability. The same thing 
can be said about comparable programs developed in the United States. 
There is one significant difference, however. In the United Statesthere 
can be a valid question 1·aised as to the primary purpose of these vehi
cles. Most of the communications sateilites have been developed or 
operated by a civilian space agency, NASA, or private enterprise. 'l'he 
MetSats have also been primarily the province of NASA despite obvious 
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use and application to the military. In the Soviet Union, there is no 
such question. The Soviet space program is, has beent and probably 
will continue to be, a military directed program containing a pro
nounced military th1·eat- despite their propaganda claims for research 
and peaceful use. 

MI!.,.ITARY THREAT PROGRAMS 

If the Rus.sian utilitarian satellites suffered from low prio.rities, 
it may have been because of the obviously high priority placed on the 
development of a satellite reconnaissance p1·ogram, This program 
has been the most prol ific, and the most successful, of all of the 
Russian unmanned space programs. 

Reconnaissance 

The initial effort by the USSR to orbit a reconnaissance satellite 
may have taken place in 1961, but their first succ:e,s.sfu1 reconnaissance 
satellite was launched in April 1962 from 'tyura Tam by the SL-3 
launch vehicle. This began an aggressive program which became oper
ational in 1963 and has inc1·eased ever since. It is considered part of 
the Cosmos progxam. 

Russian reconnais.sance vehicles are normally launched 'on in
clinations between 51 and 72 degrees from Tyu1·a Tam and Plesetsk. 
During 1968, however, they varied this somewhat when they placed 
two vehicles in a near polar 81 degree orbit, appai·ently to obtain 
better coverage of the icecap region. The height of the vehicles varies 
during the orbit but averages between 110 NM at perigee and 180 NM 
at apogee. Most of the vehicles remain in orbit fo1· eight days, which 
results in approximately 127 revolutions of reconnaissance activity. 
The lifetime of two reconnaissance vehicles was extended in 1968 to 
12 days whil~ one reconnaissance vehicle early in 1969 l'emained in 
orbit for 13 days. The extended lifetime of these vehicles would 
appear to be an attempt to develop a more cost-effective reconnais
sance capability, 

They employ two payloads in the program- both oi which are 
apparent modifications of the basic Vostok-Voskhod manned space 
vehicle. One of these, a 10 1 000 pound vehicle, is known as the 'low 
resolution systern. The low resolution system also has the capabiHty 
to gather electronic intelligence (ELINT). 
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The low resolution system appears to have four cameras in the 

vehicle: a ve-ry low re·solution framing or indexing c.amera to determine 

the desired a.rea of coverage, an attitude or horizon camera for ca.m·era 

pointing, and two data gathering intelligence cameras. The intelligence 

cameras have a ground resolution of between ZOw30 feet, providing a 

capability for search anci detection as well as geodetic and mapping 

data. 


The high resolution system is more complex. It apparently has 
five cameras: a framing or indexing camera, two horizon cameras 
(this vehicle has a roll capability of approximately 19 degrees), and 
two longer focal length intelligence cameras with a 5-8 foot ground re·so
lution capability. This system would appear to be designed for techni
cal intelligence collection. 

In the operation of the photo reconnaissance mission, camera op
erations are controlled by in-board memory units. Initially, instruc
tions are loaded after the vehicle has been irijected into orbit. These 
instructions are updated each day the vehicle remains in orbit. 

The ELINT system on the low resolution vehicles records d·ata, 
stores and transmits same to ground receiver stations on command. 
The ELINT system is an entirely separate system from the photo system:, 
and during a typical eight-day mission. the satellite can produce ll hours 
of ELINT data on such things as radar scan rates and radar lobe widths. 

During 1968, the Russians successfully orbited 29 reconnaissance 
vehicles. Fifteen of the vehicles were low resolution and l4 were high 
resolution vehicles. Although there were no major changes in the op
erational systems during 1968, the Russians did conduct some tests 
of nonrecoverable ELINT coilectors and demonstrated a maneuvering 
capability in some reconnaissance vehicl·es- possibly the forerunner 
of a new generation o£ reconnaissance vehicles. Through mid-March 
1969, they have successfully orbited five more reconnaissance vehicles. 

The Russian reconnaissance program has been an active one, ap
parently fulfilling a relatively well-defined role o£ strategic re·connais• 
sance. The next military threat system to be discussed l.s not as well 
defined. 
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Space Weej.pons 

During the Moscow parade of 1965, the Soviet Union displayed a 
115-foot missile, the Scrag, which they claimed was capable of striking 
the United States on the first or any successive orbit. This was not the 
first time the Russians claimed a space weapon capab:Llity. The Soviet 
Union in the past has made many claims that it possessed "orbital 
rockets. " In the past few people gave credence to these. Soviet claims, 
but with the Scrag, the Russian interest in space weapons was Clearly 
evident. Moreover, the technological capability to develop and deploy 
a space weapon system is clearly within the Russians 1 grasp. 

A space weapon system can be deployed in various modes. It 
might be used as a Fractional Orbit Bombardment System (FOBS), in 
which the vehicle is placed into orbit, but before it completes one revo
lution of the earth, a warhead is reentered on a pretargeted facility. 

A more complex mode is the Multiple Orbit Bombardment System 
(MOBS). A MOBS would be placed in orbit for varied periods of time; 
then eventually the warhead would be reentered on a pretargeted or 
even retargeted facility. 

There are many variations to the MOBS concept. Some l o.ok at 
low orbiting vehicles which would reenter aft~r a short .period of time·-
a few revolutions or a few days. Other concepts envision vehiCles itt 
long duration orbits or eccentric orbits in which warheads are for all 
practical purposes stored in space. Then, when necessary or desired, 
these vehicles would be placed into low orbits :for :final reentry of the 
payload on a target. 

Although not truly a space weapon, one other system is often con
sidered in a discussion of space weapons: the Depressed Trajectory 
ICBM (DJ.CBM). The DICBM does not achieve orpit. It is a ballistic 
missile placed on a trajectory that has a low a:pogee resulting in a de
pressing of the entire trajectory. This depressed trajectory results 
in shortened radar detection ranges, shorter flight times. and some 
trajectories which can expl oit holes in existing detection ·systems. 

During the past two yea1· s, there has been much publicity on 
Soviet development of a FOBS. In 1967, Secretary of Defense McNamara 
announced the probable development of a FOBS system by the USSR. 
During the same year, some DOD agencies credited the Russians with 
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a rudimentary orbital bombardment system that posed a threat to the 
United States. More recently, · however, the tenor o£ statements on the 
FOBS has been less positive. Secretary of Defense Clifford. in his de
fense posture statement noted that a degree of uncertainty existed in 
ou1· earlier estimates and that 11 It is possible that the Soviets are trying 
to develop a weapon which could perform as a depressed trajectory 
ICBM, a FOBS, or a dual system. 11 3 

The primary area of contention appears to be deployment. The 
tests the Russians conducted clearly have application to FOBS or DICBM, 
and the two systems are closely related. Both offer a new dimension 
to Soviet strategic capability (with inherent advantages and disadvan
tages), and both may provide a technological data base which could 
eventually lead to development of advanced orbital weapon systems. 
Our present space and missile defense capability is inadequate to cope 

. with either system. 

The tests of FOBS/DICBM began in December 1965 with a sub
orbital launch from Tyura Tam. The vehicle was placed on a depressed 
trajectory (120 NM apogee) with slightly over 11 minutes of coast before 
third stage ignition. The vehicle exploded after third stage ignition. 
Two more suborbital tests were run in February and May of 1966. The 
February test may have been successful, and the May test apparently · 
was a success. 

After the three suborbital tests, the Russians began orbitai tests ·~ 
The first test was in September 1966, but they did not appear to achieve 
success until their third try in January 1967. This vehicle (Qos:Q'los 139) 
was launched from Tyura Tam to the south with a 49. 7 degree inclina
tion. This brought the vehicle back for reentry in the Kapustin Yar 
recovery area. The vehicle was in a very low orbit with an ·apogee of 
112 miles and a perigee of 72 miles and was reentered before it com
pleted one l'evol:ution- meeting the expected criteria of a FOBS. Since 
that test they have launched 12 more tests of the system, all on a simi
laJ; profile. Each of the vehicles was carried under the Cosmos label, 
and during the period from 17 May 1967 to 18 October 1967 there were 
seven consecutive successes in the program. It was this string of 
successes that led to ·the assessment of a r~dimentary orbital bom
bardment capability. 

The system tested in this series has been designated the SS-X-6. 
The laWlch vehicle system is the SL-11 discussed .earlier. The capa• 
bilities o£ this system in a FOBS role have been asses.sed as being able 
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to place approximately 7200 pounds in low earth ot·bit and to reenter a 
2ZOO to 3100-pound payload with a circular eri·or probable 'ofbetween 
one and three nautical miles at ranges up to about 16, 000 nautical 
miles. This is not as accurate, nor is the payloadweight as great, 
as that which could be delivered by ICBM' s or manned bombers. How
ever, th e depressed trajectory nature of a FOBS decreases detection 
ranges while the orbital mode provides a potential for a wide variety of 
delivery routes and essentially an unlimited delivery range if they modi
fy the tested sys:tem. 

The system as tested does not appear capable .of striking the U.s. 
as a FOBS. However, if the Russians decrease the payload weight or 
increase the boost capability of the launch vehicle system, or use a 
more powerful booster, they could deploy a FOBS which would be capable 
of striking the U.S. on the first revolution. 

The low accuracy o£ such a system would not permit use against 
hard targets, but it could be used on soft targets. The decreased 
warning time inherent in this system would make it attractive for use 
against soft time-sensitive targets. Mo1·eove:t, the possibility that 
the system could be hidden in hardened SS-9 silos can complicate our 
threat assessment problem. 

During 1968, the Russians again used. the SS-X-6 in a DICBM role. 
The vehicles were launched from Tyura Tam and impacted in the Pacific. 
Apogee height o£ these tests was 300 miles, less than the normal apo~ee 
height for this system. in an ICBM role. These tests continue to cloud 
the i s sue on Soviet intent. Clearly, though, the interest and techno
logical capability exist to use space for an offensive weapon system. 
If the Russians believe the element of surprise which might be avail
able from space weapons will significantly complement their strategic. 
offensive capability, neither high costs nor the space treaty will be 
likely to deter its use. 

FOBS .may not be the only space wea.pon system being deveioped 
I by the Soviet Union. During 1968, some nonrecoverable, maneuv·er- .
I able satellites were launched by the same launch vehicle system usedI 

for FOBS {SL-11). ln one test, two vehicles were lacmche d a day apart

I with the second vehicle being placed into a coplaner orbit. Later, the 

I 
I second vehicle was observed to be spinning, and fragments were sepa
i rated from the vehicle. A third vehicle was launched about two weeks
I 
I later, and after a coplane:r rendezvou s , both vehicle s broke up. The re 
! 
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is no firm mission assessment of this pr·o·gram, and although it could 
be tests of space rescue or resupply vehicles , the fl.yby r ·endezvo1;1s 
technique demonstrated in these tests has definite application to a 
satellite inspection and negation system- long considered a Soviet desir·e. 

DEE P SPACE PROGRAMS 

Lunar Program 

The major goal of the United State's space program is to _plac·e a 
man on the moon an d return him safely to earth by 1970. Thi s goal was 
e stablished by President. John F. Kennedy in 19'61. Implicit in this goal.. J 

i s a requirement to explore the moon with unmanned space vehic'l.e·s . 
Almost two years before President · Kennedy articulated·this :goal;. and 
more than four years befor e the first successful U •. S. lunar -satellite·, 
the S.oviet Union began an onsl aught on the moon with an aggre·ssive i£ 
not entir·ely successful program. The Ru~sian lunar pr.ogratn 'i,'s: a ~higjJ. 
priority effort that has recorded' every ~pa:ce first a_ssqdated With un
manned lunar vehicles . 

The Russians attempt ed; their first lunar l aunch in December 1958 
but failed due to launch vehicle pro·blems. The next month; h<>.we;ver, 
Rus.s:la became the first nati on to send a veh:icle to the moon when :bunik 
1 flew past the moon and became the first vehicle to go into a heHoeen
tric (sun centered} orbit. The vehicle was designed to impact the m ·oon, 
but, nevertheless, the Russians claimed th is vehicle as a space fir.st. 
They followed with Lunik 2 in Septe:r;nber 1959, and this vehicle, appar~ . 
ently identical to Lunik 1, did beco:r;ne the first vehicle to hard.land on 
the lunar sur face. 

Of their early lunar succes s.es, the most s.p·ectac.ular was Lunil< 
3 in October 1959. In photographing the backside of the moon, Lunik 3 
accomplished some:thing that the United State·s was unable t o do untill966. 

Luniks l, 2., and 3 co1nprised the first phase of the Russian lunar 
program. These vehicles were all launch ed from Tyura Tam by the 
SL- 3 launch vehicle, and all three vehicles used a direct ascent to the 
moon. These successes garnered excellent propaganda value for the 
Russians while providing them useful data on cislunar spa·ce. Relativ.e ... 
ly unnoticed, and unpubliciz·ed, were at least thr·ee failures durin-g this 
phase of the program. 
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The Russians launched Luna 4 in 1963, to begin the second phase of 
their lunar exploratory prog1·am. It wae boosted by the SL-6 launch vehi
cle into all ea1·th parking o1·bit and then ejected f1·om the parking orbit 
into a lm1ar transfer trajectory. This is the sam:e basic procedure used 
by the United States, Luna 4 was followed by Luna 5, ~. 7, and 8, all 
launched in 1965, each of which appeared to be attempts to softland a 
vehicJ.e on the nwon, although Luna 5 may have been an attempt to place 
a vehicle in lunar orbit. None of these vehicles accomplished their 
primary mission. They did pave the way, however, for a space fii-st 
when Luna 9 softlanded on the moon in February 1966. Luna 9 ope:rated 
on the luna1.· surface for about three days and transmitted the first 
pictures of the moon taken f1·om the lunar surface. The Soviets quickly 
followed with another space first in April 1966 when Luna 10 became the _ 
first vehicle to orbit the moon. 

The year 1966 was significant in the Ru.s .s:l.an lunar program; They 

followed Luna 10 with two more lunar oroiting vehicles: Luna 11 and 12 

in August and October respectively. They finished the year with another 

soft landing- Luna 13 in December-a vehicle which according to the 

Russians was the first vehicle to probe the lunar su:dace. 


During 1967, the Russians did not attempt any lunar probes, but 

1968 was another big year for them i:ri this effort. They successfully 

placed Luna 14 into a lunar orbit and then begarL what can be called the 

third phase of their lunar program, circumlunar flight. 


This phase used the SL-12 lo..~..mch vehicle and began with a circum

lunar attempt in February 1968. It was unsuccessful due to a failure 

in the upper st<~ge of the SL-ll. A similar fa.ilu1·e took place in April. 


In March, they launched Zond 4 on a simulated circillnlunar 

flight. The vehicle was placed on a reciprocal translunar trajectory, 

so had the moon been 180 degrees from its position, it might have been 

a successful flight. The .real spectaculars, however, were Zond 5 

and 6 in September and November. 


Zond 5 recorded another first for the Russians when it became 
the first vehicle to complete a circumlunar r:nis sion. After completing 
the circumlunar flight, Zond 5 reentered the ea.r.tb 1s atmosphe re on a 
ballistic trajecto1·y and was recovered from the Indian Ocean. This 
marked the fi1·st ~mccessful water recovery fo:r the Hussians. _Some 
agencies believe that this was not thL primary .recove:r-y· mode- that 
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in reality the Russians intended to have the vehicle 11 skip 11 out of the 
atmosphere for a recovery on the Soviet land mass • . This might be 
true, but, nevertheless, they did successfully recover the vehicle · 
from the Indian Ocean, which indicates they were well prepared even 
i£ this was the secondary reentry mode. 

If the Zond 5 flight was not all the Soviets wished it to be, Zond 
6 in November was, Zond 6 completed an unmanned circumlunar flight 
and this time, using lift, did reenter with a ''skip" through the atmbs
phere to a successful recovery in the Soviet Union. 

In the future, we can assume that the Russians will continue the 
lunar program at a relatively high level of intensity- eventually culmi
nating in a manned lunar landing. It is not likely that they will heat the 
United States in the race to put men on the moon so we should look for · 
them to attempt some ~?ectacula:r feat which will l:lOften the prestige 
impact of a successful U.S. manned lunar. landing. One possibility 
that has been mentioned is an unmanned probe which will land; collect 
material, and then return to earth. They may have this capability, 
and this mission would provide considerable propaganda value. A 
claim that would be heard is that their unmanned vehicles can perform 
comparable tasks to our manned vehicles. 

Interplanetary Program 

One area remains to be considered in this review of the USSR un
manned space program- interplanetary activities. The Russian inter
planetary program has not been really successful, but they have 
launched about three time.s as many vehicles as th.e u.s., and the vehi
cles they have launched have been about three times the size of our 
space vehicles. They have attempted at least 22 interplanetary flights 
with only two flights resulting in a high degree of success. They have, 
however, claimed at least pal'tial success on six other vehicles, and 
two of the vehicles are en route to Venus. 

The Russian interplanetary program began in October 1960 with . 
a Mars attempt that was unsuccessful, due to an upper stage launch 
vehicle failure. This was also the primary cause of failure on most of 
their early interplanetary flights. This first attempt, like all since, 
was launched from Tyura Tam by the SL-6 launch.vehicle sy·stem. 

Their first partial success was Venus 1 in February 196'1. They 
called Venus 1 a success because it was the first vehicle to be placed 
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on a tl·ajectory to another planet. In reality it was unsuccessful because 
communications failed 15 days after the vehicle entered a trans-Venus 
trajectory. The communications problem encountered with Venus 1 has 
been the primary cause of failure in those vehicles tJ:at did achieve an 
interplanetary trajectory. 

A Mars vehicle launched in November 1962 had a communications 
failure in March 1963. Zond l placed on a Venus trajectory in April 
1964 failed after approximately 46 days. Zond 2 failed en route to 
Mars shortly after th1:ee mouths from launch. 

In an attempt to solve the communications problem, the Russians 
launched Zond 3 in Juiy 1965. Zond 3 was a photographic and communi
cations test bed, and it worked quite well. It photographed the backside 
of the moon and then entered a heliocentric orbit. The communication 
system functioned for at least eight months and at a distance of about 
81 million miles. 

After this success the Rus si.ans attempted th:ree Venus p:rob e s in 
1965. One vehicle, designated with the coverup Cosmos 96, did not 
get out of earth parking orbit. Venus 2 and 3 did achieve a trap.s-V enu's 

I 	 tra.Jector.y. Venus 2. flew by the planet, and Venus 3 accomplished a 

..I 	 first when it impacted on the Venusian surface. However, just as in 
earlier flights, com.munications probler.ns resulted in an unsuc.cessfuJ. 
mission. Communications failed just before fly-by and just before 
impact so no useful data were acquired from these vehicles. 

The Russians did not attempt anothei· planetary probe until 1967, 
no doubt working to improve theil· cominuriications system, In 1967, 
they attempted two Venus probes, One of the vehicles did not get but 
a£ its parking orbit; however, the second vehicle, Venus 4, accom
plished c>. significant fir st. 

Venus 4 softlanded an 845-pound payload on the Venusian surface 
in October after a normal 128"day flight. The payload was detached 
ft·om a Z400-pound carrier, which burned on entering the Venusian 
atmosphe:r.e. According to Tass, the cardel' entered the Venusian 
atmosphere at 215 to 270 mil;;from the planet, and the entry vehicle 
was ejected. Initially, atmospheric braking reduced. the vehicle's 
speed but increased the outside temperature. They protect.ed the entry 
vehicle with ablating material. A heat-resistant parachute w·as de
ployed between 13, 5 and 10. 8 miles fronl the sur.face, and it slowed 
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the vehicle's descent to about 33 feet per second. The final impact ot1 
the surface occurred at 10 feet per second. 

There have been some questions ·raise.d as to the vaiid.ity of the 
scientific data obtained by Venus 4, and the~ce were apparently some 
problems with the vehicle. The altimeter system may have malfunc
tioned1 resulting in erroneous correlation o£ data and altitude. The 
vehicle itself may have been crushed before re(iching the surface• due 
to a miscalculation of the density Of the Venusian atmosphere. There
fore, despite the soft landing, the vehicle was probably hot intact, 
which would account for the relatively sparse amount of sul>s.taritive data 
released by Russia on the findings of Venus 4. This flight did show that 
the Soviets have overcome their communications problems and demon
strated great accuracy in their space tracking systems as well as 
command and control systems. 

They presently have two more vehicles, Venus 5 and 6, on a tra
jectory to Venus. In a departure from their normal mode of operation, 
the Russians quickly announced .that these vehicles were to be soft:.. 
landed..,.. apparently like Venus 4. This early al'mouncement shows 
great self-confidence in their ability to accomplish this complex task 
again. 

CONCLUSION 

The Russian space program has grown considerably in every mea
surable aspect during the 11-1/2 years since Sputnik 1. This past year, 
they exceeded the United States in both the number of launches and 
number o£ vehicles successfully orbited. This is the first · year since 
1957 that this has occurred. In recent years, about 50 percent of 
their launch atterp.pts have been in direct s:uppo1·t of military opera..
tions while others can provide indirect support to military operation-s. 

The question often arises, ' 1Does the SoViet space prog·ram 
· really present a military threat ?•• This question sometimes evokes as 
much emotionalism as the deployment of an antiballistic missile system 
in the United States, and the opinion is almost as diverse. This much 
we do know: the military role in space is consistently recognized in 
Russia, and in their organization for space exploration the military is 

the dominant agency. 
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Although it is difficult to determine the exact Soviet expenditures 
on theh- vast space activities, most estimates place the costs at a 
higher level than U, S. expenditures and in terms of a percentage of 
gross national p1·oduct, far in excess of the U. S. prQgram, In assess 
ing a nation' s space programJ it must be viewed within the prioritie·s 
that have been established for all of that nation' s activity. This is 
true of the U.S. space program as well as that of the Soviet Union. 
However , when the space program of the USSR is studied, it must 
also be viewed from one additional standpoint within t he context of 
over all Communist policy- that of world domination, Within t hat 
context, the USSR space program ca:n be viewed only as a military 
threat. 

NOTES 
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THOUGHTS ON 

AEROSPACE DEFENSE, 1970-1985 

Richard L. Hellwege 
Colonel, USAF 

The Soviet Union continues to pose a serious th·reat to the -se.curity 
of the United States and has recently developed S·everal new· offensive 
weapon systems. Some of these systems operate in space or can strike 
from space. These Soviet systems are now operational but ther·e a-re no 
operational systems in the U.S. which can defend against them, 

During recent years there has been a steady erosion of American 
strategic defense forces. This erosion has now reached a poi11t that 
very serious consideration is imperative in order to determine whether 
these forces have not already dwindled to the point where .they are no 
longer capable of prov:iding the protection the people of the United States 
have come to expect from the. Air F 'orce. This paper analyzes the threat 
an~ suggests some options open to defe'nse planners during the next 
fifteen years. 

The United States has not accepted the "ultimate weapon" coricept 
and, consequently, must face a continuing obligation to maintain an aero.. 
space defense, tailored to the threat, and with a vital role in our " deter, 
def~nd, retaliate, survive, and terminate" s.equential .strategy for gener
al war. Specific responsibility for early warning and the protection of the 
retaliatory forces are the deterrent functions of aerospace defense forces, 
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For the past decade, however, nuclear weapons, high-speed delivery 
systems, and exotic penetration aids have made the "defend'·' and " survive" 
portions of air defense doctrine little more than a series of academic con
siderations. Defense planners l).ave been confronted with such alternatives 
as: ( 1) go for 100 percent effective aerospace defense capability, prob
ably unattainable, at a cost which would undoubtedly reduce all other mili
tary forces to· a mini:dnun and possibly necessitate a return to a foreign 
policy of isolatioirlsm; (2) go .for something less than a LOO percent ef
fective air defense system, which is, at the least, undesirable and which 
must be supplemented by hardening or dispersal of retaliatory forces and 
a high-cost civil defense program for survival; (3) abandon efforts to de:
velop air defense destruct capability, whic.\1, at best, wou1d be unsatis
factory, and concentrate on a guaranteed or foolproof early-warning system 
to further improve the reaction capability of retaliatory forces. Essen ... 
tially, defense has not been permitted to maintain pace with the threat. 
The range of options available in continental defense, coupled with the 
restrictions of budgetary limitations, leaves little choice for t.he U.S. 
other than a policy of ··" deterrence and prayer. 11 

To be effective, aerospa;:e defense must maintain a balanced capa
bility to neutralize all delivery systems- yesterdayt s, today' s, and to
morrow's. With nuclear weapons, the subsonic ·manned bomber, ~nap
posed, can inflict as much unacceptable damage as the ICBM or an offen._ 
sive space system. High-cost systems, plus the .menace of weapons 
scaled to 100 megatons {MT), have made it mandatory that aerospace 
defense-defense in the classical" sense, not defenBe by deter~·ence--be 
tailored to the threat if it is to be anything mOJ,"e than a token gesture. 
This requires accurate and timely intelllgence on the enemy air order 
of battle, operational tactics, and the intent of a potential enemy. It 
also requires technological inteliigence with special emphasis on research 
and development trends to insure effective management of our own R&D 
programs ·so as to tninimize the possibility of technological surprise, 

For the period 1970~1985, our defense must consider a }10.ssible I
threat comprising: 

I*Subsonic Manned Bombers Employing Elect:ron:i:~nd Con
ventional Penetration Aids-Will phase oufnot later than 1972. 

,;. Manned Bombers with Supersonic CapabiHtyEmploying Air
to-Surface Missiles and Penetration. Aids--Should become operational 
prior to 1975 and remain a threat throughout the period. 
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>:C Ballfstic Missiles- Should remain effective through 1980 with 
hardened land-based launch sites and underwater launch from submarines. 

* Space Offense Satellites (Unmanned)- Fractional orbit and/ 
or a multiorbit capability, positiv·e command reentry system or near~space 
detonation options- possible threat as early as 1.972 and extending through 
the end o£ period. 

~: Manned Multipurpose Aerospace .Craft-Maneuverable weapon
launch capability from space or atmosphere; reconnaissance and self
defense capability, employing penetration aids and both active and pas.sive 
countermeasures- possibility from 1972 to end of period. 

The aerospace defense force, in-being or programmed, to counter 
this threat is composed of: (1) manned interceptors, supplemented with 
guided air-to ...air missiles, c_onsidered adequate against manned subsonic 
bombers; (2) an improved manned interceptor, .coupled with over-the
horizon radar, to counter supers.onic air-to-·sur:face missile-equipped 
manned bombers- neithe.r of these systems is yet operational, although 
both are in the advanced test phase and look extremely promising; (3) 
Sentinel, still in development phase, our only current anti-ICBM program; 
(4) anti satellite system, with a very limited operational capability, capa
ble of satellite inspection an:d destruct fJ:om three to eight orbits aft~r 
launch. 

An objective analysis of the estimated threat versus the programmed 
air defense force reveals the continued inability of defense to cope with the 
threat. However, the U.S. emphasis on space exploratio~ may well serve 
as the catalyst for the revitalization of the aerospace defense function and 
a return to its former strategic importance. 

Many technical questions must be answered before man can predict 
the effect of space developments on. his future. The next decade sho~d see 
most of them answered and sotne concrete evidence of the impact of space 
on our civilization. Certainly, never before in history have two nations 
expended such vast resources, \vith such a sense of urgency, in such a 
short span of time to find the answers. Bot11 nations proclaim that their 
efforts are devoted wholly to 11 peaceful11 ex:ploitation -of spa:c·e for the bene
fit of all mankind and disavow any military ambitions in the .medium. 
However, one cannot ignore the fact that these two powers hi:we been 
locked in an open, jointly acknowledged ''cold war" for the past twenty 
years to preserve and expand their political systems-a race character
ized by: {1) the disbursement of billions of dollars of economic and 
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military assistance to their respective allies and the uncpmmitted nations; 
{2) overt and covert political and military actions running the gamut from 
"brinkm.anship" to 11 rnissile confrontations, rr from 11 police actions·rr to· 
"counterinsurgency operations," at a cost of billions of dollars and sev
eral thousand lives; ( 3 ) no app1·eciable reduction of intens.ity during sev
eral changes of government leadership in both nations; and (4) little or 
no willingness to consolidate, pool, or share resources for a joint space 
ventu1·e. 

In view of the factors cited above and of our avowed national policy
" space for peaceful pu:rposes11 - the Ur~ited Sta.tes must, of necessity, 
assume the basic responsibility for protecting and preserving this environ
ment fo1· peaceful purposes. To accomplish this, we have the alternative 
either of extending our offensive capability into space in a deterrent role 
or of developing a strong defense capable of satellite inspection and nega
tion prior to overflight of the North American continent. The defensive 
approach appears to be the most palatable one politically. It is the ap
proach which probably would provide a credible, effective capability in 
the most rapid manner. 

Aerospace defense must have two basic capabilities, warning and 
ne.gati<:>n. Effective wa1·ning requires surveillance, detection, and track
ing, while negation involves the selection and launch of ·a+l interceptor 
vehicle as well as interception, inspection, and the capture, neutraliza
tion, or destruction of a target. Communication is a mandatory prereq~ 
uisite to either function. 

Technological forecasts for the 1970~ 1985 time period predict capa
bilities in these areas which would not only provide adequate space de
fense but would also enhance the effectiveness of our current and pl.·ogr?-m
med air defense systems. The following teclu.Lological co:ri<;:epts are con
sidered to be technically feasible d.uring this period, cOJ::r.~.patible with sev 
eral possib,le national strategic space concepts, and sufficiently flexible 
to adapt to whatever degree of national strategy is, implemented: 

Space-Based Alarm System- This is a hyl;rid but integrated 
systetn of wunanned satellites providing: 

1. Real-time intelligence on the enemy'1s readiness posture, 
including the alert status, and lau.nch of all offeriE:ive systerns to include 
aircraft, missiles, satellites~ and spactcraft. 
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: 2. R eal..time intelligence on the location and movement of all 
surface vessels and submarines. 

3, Launch detection, preliminary trajectory and tracking data, 
and est.imated impact point within ten nautical miles . 

4. Continuous commu.nication with instantaneous readout on 

demand. 


All data would be processed through a national command and control 
center. While this system is designed to meet aerospace defense require
ments, the major portion of its intelligence " take 11 in the constant surveil 
lance phase will be of inestimable value to many DOD and other govern.. 
ment agencies. 

This system could consist of three interrelated and overlapping sub
systems. The first of these would be composed of five unmanned satellites 
positioned in synchronous equatorial orbits, each satellite with an assigned 
target area providing continuous ground surveillance. This subsystem. 
would have a simultaneous capability against all predicted threats; against 
south launches. It would provide launch-point data. raid-size assess
ments, and impact-point predictions. The second subsystem would con
sist of eight unmanned satellites positioned in four equally spaced polar
orbital planes at an altitude of 240 nautical miles. The two satellites in 
each plane are separated by 180 degrees. All eight satellites are pro
gressively staggered 45 degrees apart in latitude .in a westerly direction. 
This subsystem would provide .continuous ocean surveillance against all 
surface and subsurface vessels, plus oceanographic data, antisubmarine 
warfare (ASW) buoy barrier readout, and electronic intelligence (.ELINT) 
and communications intelligence {COMINT) ferret data. It woutd also 
provide the location of every vessel at. sea or in port within 24 hours after 
going into operation. The third subsystem consists of three unmanned 
satellites in near-earth orbit of 200-500 nautical miles, depending on 
target area. They would have a maneuver capability with a relatively 
short life span of up to 18 months for use against specific target areas . 
This continuous surveillance subsystem, employing optical~electro
infrared {IR) sensory equipment, would provide highly refined, definitive 
surface intelligence with instantaneous readout on demand. This system 
could be positioned for use against virtually any land mass on the globe. 

Space Capture, Inspect, or Destruct System- This system, . 
completely integrated with alarm devices, would utilize refined after-boost 
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or terminal-trac.king method. It would consist of two unmanned satellites 
in synchronous orbit covering all approaches to the North American con
tinent and providing a triangulation capability for precise target tracking. 
The second subsystem would consist of a land-based mix of manned and 
unmanned space interceptors. These would be utilized on an instanta
neous launch capability to capture, insp·ect, and/or .negate unidentified 
vehicles. A proposed refinement, not considered feasible until late in 
the period, would place six aerospace defense stations in a near-earth 
orbit between 350 and 700 nautical miles. Each station would be equipped 
with several unmanned interceptor missiles and woul d possess an auto
matic target lock-on and launch capability when assigned a target for 
destruct. 

These technological concepts provide many options and consider
abl~ flexibility regardless of the str~tegic concept which may be adopted. 
Among strategic concepts which the United States could consider for 
space are the following: 

1. A program dedicated solely to the exploration of space. 
This would require a unilateral disavowal of a:py primary or auxiliary 
military capability in space. Present surveillance, comm:unfcation, 
weather, and/or other satellites withrp.ilita:ry potential would be ~urned· 
over to the custody of the United Nations and the data made available to 
all nations. 

2. The U.S . would concentrate on space exploration only but 
would develop a space alarm system. for the United Nations which would 
provide surveillance of all the earth, including the United States, It 
would also provide tracking and detection capability to be utilized by a 
UN space control agency and would include an intercept capability to be 
utilized by a UN space force for inspection or rescue. 

3. A U.S. space system devoted to a. warning capability only. 
This would involve a vast civil defens-e program, which would pick up 
any slack in the national economy caused by the associated defense cut
backs. It would have the added advantage of a more widespread and 
equitable distribution of the federal funds conlrrJ.itted. 

4, Space contl·ol, a concept involving joint U.S. and Soviet 
operations in space or, in fact, multinational operations in space but 
with the United States maintaining a military space defense· system capa
ble of protecting North America from offensive weapons after launch. 
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No U, S. offensive capability. 

5, Limited space deni a l, a concept under which the U.S. 

would maintain an aerospace defense capable of dest roying offensive 

weapons during or immediately after launch. No U. S. offensive capa 

b ility. 


6. Space denial, a concept under which U.S. would destroy 

aU satellites, regardless of mission• of a potential ene~y. No U.S. 

offensive capabilit y . 


7. Space permissive denial, a con cept in wnich the U.S, 
would maintain aerospace fo r ces with sur veillance and dest ruct capa
bilit y and which would permit sel ective satelli t e interception and destruc
tion. U, S. offensive capability in space viou~d be required, 

·I 
i

8. Space denial wit h dominance, a concept under which the 
U.S. would deny use of space. to a potential enemy while ·e:xploiting all 
aspects it self. This concept would r .equi re the U.S. t o assume offens·ive 
capability in space. 

·; 
There are .many more po·ssible ·option,s, but' they would be ·combina

tions or parts of those alrea:dy listed. Present ly, the United States ap·
pears to be concentrating on the first three options. The·se o.ptions do not 
provide true defense in the classical sense, nor do they provide for deter
rent or retaliatory funct ions. Survival with this philosophy was possible 
in an environment wher e all weapons were limited to t he earth's atmo
sphere, Survival with this philosophy of s t rategy in an environment o~ 
ultra - high- speed space deliver y system·s is not possibl e. 

Ther e is urgent need fo r revision of U.S. strategic defense strategy. 
This strat egy must provide options which will not only blunt Communist 
effor ts but als.o take the initiat ive from the Communist powers in their 
attempt t o manipulate wor ld affairs. More important is t he need for a 
convincin gly fearl ess expr ession of Uni ted St ates 1·esolve to implement 
its denial options of space str ategy. 
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The policy of the United States is to maintain a sufficient mix of 
effective strategic forces to deter the p1·esent and projected threat of • I 
the Soviet Union, Although either the U.S. or the USSR could initiate I 

I 

jan attack, neither at this time could ~uccessfully destroy the other's I 

retaliatory capability, In response to an all - out Soviet attack, the I 
I 

United States bas the residual capability to deliver a retaliatory strike 
which would p r oduce sufficient fatalities and destruction of key indus 
tries to eliminate the USSR .as a viable nation. 

For the foreseeable future, the current U.S. policy of deterrence 
and r esponse will apply equally to the emerging nuclear threat of the 
Chinese Peoples Republic (CPR). 

MISSILE AND SPACE THREAT - 1970-80 

Evidence indicates t he USSR is developing, testing, and deploying 
a broad mix of strategic missile and space nuclear weapon systems. 
Moreover, the rapid g1·owth of these capabilities, beyond 9ur nati onal 
intelligence estimates of recent years, i ndicates that the Soviet Union 
is dedicated to the attainment of strategic weapon s supe:dority over the 
United States, Current national estimates indicate the Soviets a r e de
ploying nuclear powered submarines capable of launching ballistic 
missiles in a surprise attack against t arget s deep in the u.s~ mainland. 

The USSR has been experimenting with and have tested a Frac·· 
tional Orbit Bombardment System (FOBS). In light of the current 
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U, s. /USSR peaceful use of space agreement, the FOBS concept ~eatly 

skirts the technicalities of the treaty by being a ground-based rather 

than an orbital-based nuclear bombardment system. Notwithstanding 

this loophole, current U.S. estimates credit the Soviets with the capa

bilities to employ the FOBS in a crisis. Soviet secrecy and budgetary 

camouflage precludes any factual a-s.sessment of the fp.ll range of U:SSR 

space activity and its potential application; however, it. is e·stimated 

that approximately 30 pe:rcent of the current Soviet 60 billion dollar 

defense budget is allocated .for space development. 


Although the Soviet space reconnaissance and surveillance program 
was initiated in 1962, nearly two years after similar U.S. activities, 
they have since launched approximately 133 satellites which have pro
vided nearly continuous global coverage and data collection. Their 
space program has also demonstrated capabilities in weather recon
naissance, communication and navigation systems, Along the way the 
USSR established an international space record in April 1968, with 
nine launches in a 12-day period. On 14-15 April 1968, a capability 
for unmanned, noncooperative satellite rendezvous was demonstrated 
with Cosmos 212 and 213. In January 1969, the launch, rendezvous, 
and personnel transfer between Soyuz 4 and 5 demonstrated even more 
advanced manned space capabilities, Possible military applications 
could run the gamut .from space-based command and control, personnel 
replacements, logistics support, satellite refurbishment, and rescue 
and recovery, to satellite boarding and inspection, Such capabilities 
lend startling credence to USSR political and military leaders' claims 
of "scientific 11 achievements. 

To further · complicate the missile and space threat to the United 
States, the Chinese Peoples Republic also has tested nuclear weapons 
and rudimentary delivery systems. It will probably develop some sort 
of advanced ballistic missile delivery system in the mid-1970's . 

There is a strong probability that the Chinese Communists, with 
a .delivery system for their nuclear weapons, will not be satisfied with 
a secondary position and role in the Communist Bloc. Their motiva
tion to become a major nuclear power may prompt the1n to initiate de
velopment actions to acquire more advanced artd sophisticated capa
bilities than are currently estimated. 
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CURRENT U·. S. DEFENSE SYSTEM 

Existing U.s. capapilities in missile and space defense are limit
ed to surveillance, warning and detection and identification of immi
nent attacks on the United States from the Sino-Soviet landmass. This 
limited capability is curren~ly sufficient to provide warning to the 
National Comman<;l Authority (NCA), to alert time s.ensitive f0rces and 
command and control activities as well as gove~nment and civil defense 
agencies. On the basis of. operational r equirements specified in 1957, 

._________J- and remains -- the m?,nimum warning time acceptab~.e 
for initiating U.S. responses. C\l.rrently deployed surveillance a-nd 
warning systems provide insufficient coverage and, therefore, inade
quate detection capability and warningtime against the projected indi
vidual or combined USSR/CPR th1·eat of the 1970..80 titne pel'iod. Each 
of the American systems is ·vulnerable to electronic c6unt·ermeasures 
and can be negated by sabotage o:r defibe1·ate attack. Radar is subject 
to blackout f_~Q:rn nuclear bursts in their field of view. Systems which 
employ .f9r,_:war,9-'or backscatter through ionospheric refiectic)n are 
vulnerabl¢"to· hi h altitude wea on.bursts which disru t the scatter 
medium.' I50X8, E.O.l3526 I 
The groun:d-·based detection and wa1·ning system cu·rrently being de• 
ployed in the United States can be overflown by the USSR long-·range 
sea.- la.unched ballistic missiles (SLBM} postulated to be deployed in 
the 1970-75 period. The CPR missile delivery system would pr.obably 
not appear until the early 1970'1 s. At that time, determination of the 
.country of ol·igin of the missile attack would become a critical dis
crimination problem for t he U.S. 

In response to the CPR threat the U.S. has selected. the, SENTINEL 
System to defend our key population cente~·s against ballistic missiles. 
While this action has. been taken to reinforce U.S. policies and provide 
a bargaining tool in any disarmament talk~ with the Soviets, it must be 
remembered that SENTINEL is directed against CPR capabilities. The 
Soviet ICBM force is gtill the primary threat to the nation, and there 
are significant weaknesses in the survivability of elem. c~nts of U. S. 
strategic offense and defense forces fr01n surprise attacks. These 
weaknesses could be greatly magnified, if t he Soviet Union wer,e to 
elect to deploy high yield nuclear weapons in a space··based m~ltiple 
orbit bombardment system (MOBS). 
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U.S. DEFENSE CAPABILITIES 

Exercises conducted by the JCS have emphasized the importance 
of definitive information in decision-making and response in the event 
of a nuclear exchange. The variety of weapons available to the USSR, 
and the range of doctrines and tactics suited to their use, necessitate 
an assessment of the weight, motive, and pro!;)able success of the attack, 
as a prerequisite to initiating a U.S. response. Commanders of unified 
and specified forces charged with executing decisions of the National 
Command Authority must have similar information to initiate the proper 
response of their forces to obt.ain the maximum des.truction~ 

OSD has stated a need for a U. S, capability to implement con- . 
trolled and deliberate responses in a nuclear e~change. The lack of a 
rang~ of doctrines and tactics to cope with a myriad of enemy actions 
ranging from coercive to assured destruction has been cited as a major 
weakness in our retaliatory capability. Nuclear wars with iimited 
objectives are not outside the realm of possibility ~nd would not neces
sarily warrant aU, S, "assured destruction 11 response. 

As a result of the proliferation of nuclear weapons and their missile 
and space delivery systems, the United States could bf! confronted in the 
1970-80 1 s with strategic situations wherein conflicts could occur with or 
without initial U.S. involvement. In each situation, based on the as.sess
ment of the specific,s of the exchange, there must be an appropriate 
U.S. response. The implications of overresponse to a contained c.ono. 
flict make even more critical the inadequacies in our current surveil
lance and warning systems to provide attack assessment information. 
Future U.S. surveillance and warning systems must be structured to 
cover the spectrum of attack possibilities that exist in a multiple 
aggressor environment. 

FUTURE .SURVEILLANCE SYS.TEM REQUIREMENTS 

A United States capability to implement controll ed responses to 
a nuclear attack requires that the NGA be able to assess an. enemy 
attack, the apparent motive, and available forces in order to initiate a 
response. There must be a credible and survivable surveillance system t 
that can provide the NCA and key commanders with situational informa
tion for timely decision-making and for dyna~ic control of assigned 
offensive .and defensive forces, It should have near-global coverage 
and be designed to provide continuing vigilance against enemy missile 
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and space threat, It should provide near real-time tactical warning of 
imminent attacks on the United States, on ou:r ·forces overseas, and on 
our Allies. Rather than simply providing an alarm signal, the sur
veillance system should also help to identify the aggressor and provide 
information describing his actions, Tactical information provided 
should include accurate reporting of the launch locations, type and · 
number of weapons committed, apparent targets threatened, and pre
dicted time of impact. Because they currently lac:k; the means to obtain 
the ne~essary in-depth inforrnation, American decision-makers are 
obliged to operate with arbitrary rules for employment of the friendly 
offense and defense forces. 

Unified and specified commanders 1U<ewise need definitive, near 
real-time surveillance info1·mation to effectively' employ and control 
their forces in a rapidly changing situation, The defensive force 
commander requires accurate trajectory or orbit information on indi
vidual threat objects so that he may effectively employ his forces in 
the presence of countermeasures and sophisticated attack methods. 
Speci:fic target information of a heavy attack would permit execution of 
preferential defense tactics. Timely and accurate surveillance infor. 
mation would identify an offensive suppression attack and avoid pre
mature interceptor eXhaustion. In the event of blackout or loss of in ... 
terceptor radar system, the surveillance information could be used 
directly by the defensive system cornmander to vector interceptors! 
Accurate nuclear burst detection wou'ld aid in determining the d ·efense' s. 
success as well as the success of the er1ep:1y action, 

The retaliatory force commander should be able to use the sur
veillance system information to evaluate his strike effectiveness and 
to determine the success of the aggressors' damage-limiting activity. 
·with the system's information, the strilce co1nmander can retarget 
or withhold his forces. With knowledge of which of his launched 
missiles have failed, have been intercepted or missed th.eir targets, 
as well as which of his installations are about to be destroyed, and 
when, he can redirect his forces as appropriate. The abi.lity to deviate 
from the preplanned response could be crucial to a succ.essful outcome. 

! 


A surveillance system which meets the requirements for both 

the offense an.d the defense commanders would also provide for co,.. 

ordinated actions between commanders when timely tactics are criti~ 


cal to both the success of the attack and survival of the country. 

Finally, continuing fact'Ual information provided by the surveillancei. 

I 
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system on aggressor /friendly force residuals, and damage received or 
inflicted, aids in determining when to terminate the engagement. 

A SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM CONCEPT 

A promising su.rveillance system c.oncept which capitalizes on 
U.s. space technology and provides. the capabilities previously men

tioned has been described in recent Air .Force studies. Some segment's 

of the concept are based upon evolutionary improvements t o systems 

currently being developed in OSD- approved programs. The. essential 

elements of this system are satellite senso1·s deployed in high and iow 

altitude orbits; a communications and control satellite network; as well 
as survivable ground- based and airbo.rne communications relay and 
computational facilities. This proposed surveillance system is suffi
ciently .varied to provide tactical warning and, through the post-attack 
period, the situational information ·needed by the. NCA for decision
making and by the unified and specified commanders for coordination 
and tactical control of the actions of t:heir forces. 

The proposed surveillance system consists of three· parts: 

·~ ffigh·Altitude Surveillance Platforms. 

The high altitude su1·veil1ance platform (HASP) a ·e.:. 
played in this conceptual system could employ infrared (IR) technology 
to provide launch and boost-phase observations of a mis·sile and space 
attack. In the eastern hemisphere, satellites. would be oriented to 
cover t h e entire Sino- Soviet latmch a1·ea fr·om whic h missile and space 
attacks could be expected. Similar coverage in the western hemis 
phere would provide detection and warning of attacks latp1ched from 
the water areas adjacent to the North American continent. The HASP 
would provide timely detection and accurate description of the launch 
location and t he number and type of boosters employed in the attack. 
Observational data would be obtained by the HASP sensors viewing the 
radiant signatu1·e of the rocket engine duriiJ.g its boost phase. The 
HASP wou.ld not observe small vernie1· or attitude control engine burns 
used to adjust the mif!sile1 s trajectory, principally because the amount 
of energy emitted by such propulsion systems is below the at~ina.ble 
sensor sensitivity. HASP would als~ be unabl~ to observe payload·s; 
therefore, this sen~or would not be ·expected to provide accurate tra
jectory or impact prediCtion. Equipped with nuclear burst detection 
sensors, the HASP would provide strike and preliminary damage as
sessr:rent by describing the location, altitude, and yield of fl·iendly or 
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enemy weapons. Data from the HASP. would be relayed to surviv'able 
computational processing center.s in the U.S. for near real"!'time com
pilation of the information elements and transmission to the NCA and 
unified and specified force commanders. It is encouraging to note 
that HASP feasibility has been demonstrated. 

·*Low Altitude Surveillance Platforms. 

A number of low altitude surveillance platforms 
{LASP} would provide global coverage for post-boost observation of 
orbits and trajectories. The LASP design precludes viewing missiles 
during the boost phase; the1·efo1·et it could not accurately determine 
the launch location or type of booster. LASP observations supplement 
HASP by providing supplementary detection and accurate prediction 
data on orbits and trajectories of individual threat objects. 

>::Space Object Inspection. 

A space object inspection system (SPOIN) is necessary 
to monitor a potential aggressor's space developments and operations. 
USAF programs for space object inspection and negation have b.een pro
posed and rejected repeatedly over the past several years. The central 
theme of disapproval has been ·the USSR response and pos·sible escala
tion by both nations. Other mission activities beyond inspection and 
negation of potentially hostile satellites have not been given proper em
phasis. Inspection of failed U.S. satellites, logistical Sll.pport of the 
Manned Orbiting Laboratory {MO.L}t and international cooperation and 
rescue are othe1· operational applications of the technological capabili
ties of a space object inspection system. Despite the risks of a Soviet 
response, inspection is needed to fill c1·itica.l voids in our threat esti
mates and to hasten recognition of new ene:my capabilities. If ~he USSR 
deploys au armed satellite system for black1nail, propaganda, or tac·· 
tical purposes, a U.S. reactive response which sought to create an 
inspection or negation capability after-the-fact could be 11 too littlet 
too late. 11 

Continued experimentation by the Ail· Force and in
dustry has established the feasibility of space-based inspection for 
nuclear materials under most operational circmnstances, Industry,. in 
suppo:rt of NASA programs, has also created a wide variety of depend
able remote maneuvering spacecra:£t, with sufficient propulsion and 
cargo capacity to perform the inspection apd/or: nonnuclear negation 
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miBsion. Advances have also been made in photographic, optical imag
ing, and electronic collection devices to complete t.he spectrum: of tech
nical intelligence data collection needed for space~based inspection. 
Present ground~bas· ed techniques for collection of such data are limited 
by distance, environmental f':lffects, lack of def1nition, and gaps in 
coverage. 

The space object inspection (SPOIN) system will con
sist of an inspector vehicle supported by the surveillance system' s 
target tracking and trajectory prediction capabilities, real-time com ... 
munications and command and control. The vehicle will be equipped with 
cameras to obtain high resolution pictures of target satellites when 
passing in their proximity, plus nuclear sensors, electromagnetic 
radiation sensors, infrared sigp.ature mappers, and a negation capa
bility. The vehicle; designed for. long life on .orbit, will be equipped 
with an on-board target acquisition and tracking sensor and. a comrriand 
control system capable of receiving and acting on intercept data pro
vided by the surveill~nce .system. The inspector vehicle would be 
equipped to accumulate and transmit data to an appropriate collection 
point. Routine deployment of the system will consist of one SPOIN 
vehicle in a low pola1· o1·bit and a second vehicle on ground. alert. Two 
modes of inspection are available: fly-by and rende~vous. 

The vehicle in orbit will normally be quiescent await
ing mission assignment. On a fly-by m:ission the SPOIN can accom
plish one~inch resolution images, electromagnetic radiation detectioi:l 
and passive nuclear materials sensing on each encounter with the target. 
Many inspections of each of a series of targets .are provided in this way 
by utilizing various transfer maneuvers. In those cases where time 
is of the essence, a reaction time of the order of one to three hours 
can be obtained at the expense of subsequent inspection of other targets. 

The coorbital intercept mode of operation will be 
performed by launching the vehicle in phase with the target. It will 
provide 1 /8th inch image resolution, passive nuclear materials sens
ing and active weapon investigation; The coorbital mode will be lim
ited to inspection of one target normally, but will provide much more 
detailed and sophisticated data. ·The eri.emy satellite can be destroyed 
or rendered harmless in the rendezvous mode, and in the fly-by mode 
if the pass is sufficiently close. A hypervelocity, nonnuclear kill 
mechanism would normally be employed, although a. nuclear weapon 
could be used to increase the kill radius for the ·fly-by mode. 
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DEVELOPMENTREQmRED 

The surveillance system described above appears to be attainable 

from U.S. space technblogy advances over the past decade, and re

search and development programs under way or proposed. Illustrativt:: 

of what remains to be developed and tested are: HASP and LASP 

sensor and electronic circuit hardening method.s for survivability 

from nuclear effects; construction of lightweight decoys possessing 

physical characteristics sim.ilar to the respective surveillance sensor; 

compon~nt reliability to extend the space life of the sensor before 

failure; and on-board survivable data processing and transmission 

systemsg To provide a comm.unications net for ·HASP and LASP data, 

satellite control satellites with high gain, accurate pointing antennas; 

and survivable on-board processing equipment require priority atten

tion. 


Satellite-based surveillance systems offer many advantages over 

ground systems. They avoid foreign basing and overseas expenditures; 

lessen the vulnerability to sabotage; require less people to operate; 


. and, in an emergency, can be replaced or rnodifi~d without the down 
time characteristic of ground systems. Overall, it appears that 
satellite-based surveillance and communications systems Will shortly 
prove more cost effective and more operationally desirable than groutJ.d 
systems, These considerations, plus the current lack of suitable sur
veillance or defense systems, offer ample incentive for aggxessive 
development programs aimed at achieving a USAF capability in na• 
tional defense. 

PEACETIME CONTRIBUTIONS 

Thus far, the importance of space-based surveillanc:e in war 

has been emphasized; however, there are peacetime benefits as well. 

Space-based surveillance would provide the continuous reconnais" 

sance needed by the United States to support our international space 

agreen1ents and commitments. 


With our continuing global surveilJance capabilities, early de

tection and identification, as well as tirnely and accurate assessment, 

of new enemy threats would be feasible. ·peacetime development 

activities by the potential aggressors t.o acquire new ·capabilities to 

counter the su:rveillan.ce system would he observed, Recognizing 
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this, the aggressors would be forced to include equally complex coil.w 
cealment techniques during development, or risk deploymen~ without 
testing. 

; 

i 

~ 
I 	

THE SENTINEL SYSTEM 

! 
I 


I As the system p r esently proposed for the nat ion's antiball'istic 


i missile {ABM) defense , SENTINEL has several limitations, some of 

which are inherent in the system design, . and others of which result 


I f r om force s ize constraints and system ori entation. Design problems

l include limited surveillance and interceptor ranges and radar black

' I 
I' 	 out from nuclear detonati ons , The system' s orientation to the CPR 

threat largely negates its :Elexibility for ae£ens·e against other threats 
such as that of the USSR, unless its confi gurat ion is increased signifi 
cantly above current authorizations. To overcome these limitations, 
and to help plug the existing gap i n USAF capabilities to defend the 
U.S, , the Army has instituted studies and' development in many of the 
surveillance areas discussed earlier and in performance impr·ove
ments to its missile interceptors. 

I 	 USAF PROPOSALS FOR MISSILE AND SPACE DEFENSE 

· What practical and economical missile and space defen·se con
cepts can the Air Force advance which would have the right combina
tion of -complementary defense capabilities? What concepts will be 
effective against the expected .threat; possess the growth and flexibi
lity for application beyond the visible futu::re;· and have the !=apability 
and mobility to operate in support of- cri s.es, ;>mall and large, a~d in 
austere forward- basing situations? 

Minut eman II Offense/Defense C~ncept 

The USAF has r .ecently pr·oposed to the Secreta:ry of Defense the 
use of MINUTEMAN II/Mark 11 in a dual offense , defense role. This 
proposal advances t he use of MINUTEMAN ll/Mark ll as an a·rea 
intercepto:r for defense again·st missile attacks on CONUS. The sys 
tem's capabilities against the CPR threat are nearly double SENTINEL's 
alone; fatalities are s ignifi cantly reduced; and costs, over a 10-year 
period; are less t han one- half those currently predicted for SENTINEL. 
Aa important feature of this proposal is that the MINUTEMAN II/Mark 
11 capability can be made available nearly tw·o years earlier than the 
cuxrently considered SENTINEL deployment. 
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Surveillance for threat and for MINUTEMAN interceptor engage
ment can be provided by a combination of forward-based Perimeter 
Acquisition Radars (PARs), also ~sed in the SENTINEL program, and 
Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS) radars. Options 
for the command and control o£ MINUTEMAN II/Mark 11 in a dual 
role mode are in the early stages of formulation and study in the Air 
Staff at this time. 

Airborne Ballistic Missile Intercept System (ABMIS) 

The ABMIS is a promising candidate for an active missile and 
space defense role. The concept utilizes an aircraft equipped with 
interceptor missiles and autonomous surveillance device~ for missile 
employment. With on-board target acquisition sensors and intercep
tors, augmented by the space surveillance system discussed earlier, 
it could be employed in an active defense role on a global basis~ Its 
potential for the selective defense of CONUS, overseas commands, or 
our Allies is a significant improvem,ent over la,nd- or sea-based limi
ted range systems. 

Its inherent flexibility and mobility offer unique advantages 
against a wide spectrum of threats and would avoid permanent overseas 
basing and resultant problems of negotiation with foreign countries, 
construction, and gold flow. It is adaptive to terminal or perimeter 
defense against the ICBM, !.RBM, and SLBM threats. It appears to 
have potential for satellite negation and in this role avoids the prob
lems of f~ed sitin.gs against anticipated orbits. 

The Weapons Systems Evaluation Group fo\.md ABMIS to be a 
cost effective concept against the SLBM threat. 

The Air-Cushion Concept 

A l·ecent study identified a preliminary missile and space defense 
concept ba;_sed on use of the air-cushion vehicle as a prime mover. 
Figure 1 provides a pictorial illustration of the system. The vehicle 
would be equipped with an appropriate radar design for target acquisi-
tion and discrimination and on-board m.issiles to en,gage .and destroy 
threat objects. Deployed from support bases in the A1·ctic, the air
cushion vehicles would operate within designated a2·e.as o.f the North 
Polar region- their mobility allowing frequent change of positic>n to 
avoid targeting by the enemy. Satellite navigation systems would be 
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used to assure all-weather, precise positional inforn:1a.tion, Assuming 
the concept is feasible, it would also have counterbattery attack capa
bilities. The short distances to Soviet targets f.r.om the polar locations 
would rnininli.ze the time av;liLlbJ e to the enemy fo:t offense or defens-e 
reactiun. The convergence of Si;Jo-Soviet baJlistic znissile and· north
erly launched FOBS trajectories ovc::r the polar region indicates that 
adequate missile and space defense coverage could be acquil·ed with a 
few air-cushion vehicles. Furfhf: :c study of this concept may reveal 
that the formidable problems assc,c.bled with the basing of nuclear 
weapons on the Arctic icecap, J:c;;b:ided mobilHy under Arctic weather· 
conditions, and li1nited growth pote ntial make the concept irr•pl·actical. 
However, the concept should not be. discharged 1.tntil all of Hs advan
tages and disadvantages hn.ve been examined in detail. 

Nonnuclear Kill 

Nonnuclear kill of threats well beyond oux national boNlcrs wo1.~ld 
provide an attractive alternativt: to proposed iluc'loar destruct engage
ments which would norrnally occur over an adjacent neutral or friendly 
country. In a general war, normuclea:r capabilities would virtually 
elim.inate problems of frat:~idde o£ oia friendly offenf:)ive rrlissi.les by 
the defense; and reduce the need fo.t complex coo:t·dination anrl control 
between the fo:t'ces , From. the standpoint of ope:t·ational test and eval
uation, the b<meiits are 1nan:lfold, 

Air Force development prog:ta1ns have identified two promising 
concepts which coul.d provide this obviously desirable capability, Both 
programs have been active for several years, and are under close· 
review by OSD. Both concepts employ a MINUTEMAN booster to 
place the interceptor vehicle on a closing trajectory with the target. 
In one concept, interceptor proximity fuzing and release of many 
hundreds of steel fragments in a pattern covering the target assure 
kill by hypervelocity impact, The combined target/interceptor closing 
velocities would range hom 101 000 to 4:0, 000 feet per second. Many 
ground tests have been made to study the effectiveness of hyperveloc
ity kill techniques. In still another concept, many small (approxi
mately two-pound) sensors would be placed on an attack trajectory 
with an incoming target by the booster/interceptor vehicle• . At the 
proper time anct distance, the sensors would be dispersed in a pattern 
to encompn.~s the possible target a1.·ea. The individual sensors search . 
and track ta1·gets in their fields of view, and with srnall propulsion 
units rnancuv<~r to t.'li:rnin.att: t<t·rget :r.elattve rrwtion. Hvr,>ervdocity 
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impact of the sensor with the target provides the .kill mechanisrn. 
Such an intercept tedmique would be well suited t .o sophisticated 
threats employing combinations of countermeasures and multiple 
targets. 

High l!~nergy Systems 

Based upon the rapid progress i:t1. lasel' development ov~r the: 

past seve.ra'l years., it is now conceivable that i-n the early to mid-.. 

19701 s, defense applications will reach a practical stage. Other dh;-.,. 

coveries through research have shown that such directed energy de

vices may be 1.1seful as negation ·or destruction weapons. Laser, or 

similal· devices, mounted on platforms outside the dense atm.osphere, 

could be the next generation sensor and weapon systen'lS for the ac

curate tracking, imaging, discrimination, and negation of satellites 

and reentry vehicles, offering ther·eby an excellent defense against 

Multiple Independent Reentry vehicles (MIRVs).. 


Consolidation of Aerospace Defense (:ap.abi:J,itie,s 

A valuable. under.taki11g. with a potentially high payq!f, would .be 
a study to com.bin~ existing or plann· ~d sys.terns and methods. to tqpe-
in concert-with the combined threat. As an example, a second gen
eration merger of the Airborne Eatly Warning and Control System 1 

currently being developed, with the ABMIS concept discussed earlier, 
might well produce a capability usable over the entire th·reat spectrum. 
In the face of rising costs for development and productiqn of new 
systems., and our natural tendencies to deal with problen'l,$ ihcremen~ 
tally, such an app;r-oach might prove both feasible and cost e:t;fective. 

SUMMARY 

The near and distant r ·egions of space provide almost limitless 
possibilities for an aggressor nation that chooses to exploit them for 
political an<:l military purposes. While today' s technological capabili 
ties may appear to serve the peaceful uses of space, the effective mili• 
tary applications cannot be ignored. We cannot rely exClusively on 
poHtical interpretations of SU.w..,S.oviet .intentions for vigilance in advo• 
cating concepts or acquiring capabilities in space·; nor can we al;ways 
be placed in a re~ctive pOsition to the capabilities of the Communist 
CO\mtries. The nation that gains a preeminence in r.pilita~-y space 
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technology and operational capabili ties, and clandestinely exploits 
those capabilities , may well be in a position to control the use o f 
space. 

By capitalizing on the current United States advantage in space 
technology, significant contributions to national security can be pro
vided by the Air Force. Coverage, survivability, and pe r formance 
a ttribut es a fforded by space-based missile and space defense surveil 
lance syst ems exce~d those attainable f .rom land or· sea b'asing . As 
sumin g the operational life of space systElms can be extended, land or 
sea basing is not cost compet i tive , Residually, foreign cqun:try 
agreements, overseas const r uction and investment with its resultant I 
gold fl ow and deficit payr:nents , along with personnel manning, train-' 
i~g and replacement requirements , ·an are significantly reduced. 

Considerable work remains t o be done in selecting a promising 
mix of long- term, cost effective missile and space weapons contend
ers . With well- defined goals, searching a.nalyses and aggr essive 
advanced development p·rograms , the Air Force can, and .must in 
consonance with its missi on , make valuable contributions to this vital 
a r ea of national security. The contributions to defense advoc~ted in 
this paper will add to our national policy of dete1•rence through strength.. 
They will help to insure that space is maintained for peaceful purposes 
and that no nation secures a capability ill space which can threaten 
the securit y of the United· States and the free world. 
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